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CASSIE
INTERVIEW

Stevie Dagg

- oooo tough one... i like camera shots :) i find it interesting what other people think are my better features compared to what i think :) 
- Not enough people trying to help others. We only have 1 world with millions of souls, try to make atleast 1 other human have a nice day today :) 
- We are becoming more open to ourselves. I personally think its an amazing time to be alive! 
- Ooooooo please no! i love reading! i love sitting by the river with a good book and listening to the world go by :) 
- Role model... without sounding big headed, im going to say myself. Noone is better than anyone else, we are all born the same way and should only ever be in competition to be a better version of ourselves :) 
- 25... Its brought a lot of great things to me :) 
- Green! because all the lovely things in the world are green :) 
- Sure do. I wouldn't say i live by it, but i have a great interest in the subject. 
- country life all the way! i cant breath in big cities, literally. As soon as im in open space in the countryside or just walking through a forest, i feel at home :) 
- Travelling europe in my little love van :) cant wait! 
- No, personally i dont think so. each to their own, but i see a relationship like this : you should be so happy in your own life that you want to share it with another. If you want to have multiple partners, great, whatever makes you happy, but always be honest. Dont be with someone if you want to cheat, find yourself a partner that is open to having an open relationship. 
- To be honest, my perfect date is going for a lovely walk in the woods with a joint, so heels are a no go haha 
- Every person to experience what its like to be happy and free. 
- Happy little weirdo who likes to pose in her pants and make others smile :) 
- Oh gosh. To be honest, it would probably be a really bad horror movie. You know the ones that get you shouting at the screen because the silly girl picked up a remote control to throw at the bad guy, when there was a huge sword she could have picked up. Yeah my life is kinda
WE ONLY HAVE 1 WORLD
WITH MILLIONS OF SOULS,
TRY TO MAKE ATLEAST 1
OTHER HUMAN HAVE A
NICE DAY TODAY

like that.... positive vibes always though
haha!

- Happy, strange, eccentric

- Modelling is something i had always
  wanted to do since being a little girl.
  Since about 10years old, my dad has
  taken me to tattoo conventions (family is in
  the industry) and from the very first time
  i saw tattoo models, i knew i wanted to
  be on the cover of a magazine. I was al-
  ways told i was too short, or too curvy,
  or too strange looking. Then When i
  actually started embracing all the things
  i was told would work against me, it ac-
  tually worked out im yet to have a cover
  anywhere but id say that becoming a UK
  suicide girl was definitely a step towards
  my dream :)

- I was shooting with another girl in a
  beautiful old victorian house. We were
  wearing underwear and sat in the wind-
  ow. Unfortunately a neighbour saw
  and must not have been too happy (god
  knows why haha) and complained. We
  then got a very angry house owner com-
  ing to tell us it was inappropriate that the
  neighbours saw and asked us to leave.
  The house owner themselves were pret-
  ty rude about it, the photographer had
  used the house a few times before but i
  guess this time the neighbours didn't like
  or wearmer haha.

- Something weird about me? ahem, prob-
  ably better to ask if theres anything nor-
  mal haha.

- Although he wasn't classed as a super
  hero, i for sure thought he was.... John
  coffee from the movie The Green mile
  (my fave) ..... i think his powers of heal-
  ing would be a GREAT power to have in
  this world.

- Easssy .... Travie McCoy hiyaaa

- Is fire breathing classed as a sport? if not,
  then.. boxing:)

- Team happy mind :) ha nah, to be hon-
  est, i dont really watch much tv!

- Mango rubicon is LOVELY!

- Far too many, pretty much my whole life
  is an embarrassment. Im always smiling
  though! Just got to laugh those situations
  off havent you :) 

- The lovely community of models i have
  met. People say its a bitchy industry,
  which it can be if you involve yourself
  with stuff like that. I think im too gidy
  for most bitchy situations, or im abit
  blind and i dont see when someone is
  being off with me. But yeah, i love the
  friends i have made in the modelling
  world :)

- Fish and chips :

- Meditate :) im a huge believer in medi-
  nation. My mind goes 100000000 miles
  per hour and its literally the only thing
  that calms me :)

- Anywhere next to a lovely little river or
  lake. To be quite honest, i just like being
  outside. I can find beauty in most places
  and theres always somewhere new to
discover.

- Food :) haha, all sorts! even daft things
  like "why is a butterflies wings the colour
  they are and not all the same patterns" 

- Sure do :) there is so much of the world
  to see! and i believe you can make a
  home anywhere you wish to :) 

- Fishball suicidigirl :) 

- To be as happy as can be for as long as
  possible in this world :) 

- A different shot to the usual. I think any-
  one can be a model, fashion, glamour,
  even an ear model (i think ha)... so i love
  see images where models are abit differ-
  ent looking or have something about
  them that isnt the norm.

- I generally shoot glamour, but i love na-
  ture photography, to me, thats showing
  the beauty in this world :)
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“DON’T BE INTO TRENDS. DON’T MAKE FASHION OWN YOU, BUT YOU DECIDE WHAT YOU ARE, WHAT YOU WANT TO EXPRESS BY THE WAY YOU DRESS AND THE WAY TO LIVE.”
angela mezzanti
INTERVIEW

Who inspires you and why?
Alana Evans, because she stands up for what it's right and always tries to help people in the adult biz wherever and whenever she can.

Do you have a charitable cause you care about?
VETPAW and St. Jude Children's Hospital

Do you prefer selfies or camera shots and why?
I prefer camera shots because they just look a lot more professional.

What do you think is wrong with the world?
People are getting way too much offended about every little thing. I hate that so much. Also, a lot of people get more and more greedy and because of that they not only hurt people that are innocent they also hurt the environment.

What's right in the world?
I ask myself that a lot lately and I believe true love is what is right. If only more people would believe in true love for one another this world would be a better place. Love not only for the people close to you, but for everyone else.

Should books be determined to be outdated and no longer functional?
OMG no! Lol... I still read books; I love books! But maybe that's because I'm still old fashioned in some ways.

Who is your favorite role model and why?
As I said earlier, before I met Alana Evans, I was always looking up to people that tried hard to help anyone that needed help, humans or animals, that matters. There is no better feeling when you can help someone, and you can see their gratitude in their eyes.

Favorite team?
New England Patriots cough, cough.... I kinda married into it lol...

Do you have a favorite number?
My favorite number is 13

Do you care at all about Astrology?
Not really but I like to look for shooting stars and make wishes.

Thoughts on city life versus country life?
I'm a country girl. I love it because of the quietness you can get there after a stressful day and I love nature. You can't have that when you live in a loud and stressful city.

Where will you be in exactly one year from this moment?
I hopefully will be living in Arizona and start a new adventure there with my family.

Is it ever okay to cheat at anything, why or why not?
OMG NO! It will always come out sooner or later and when it does, there is nothing worse than losing your loved ones' or co-workers' or any other person's trust. Always be honest.

What would you wear on the perfect date?
A nice sexy dress.
One thing you'd change, if you ruled the world... go

I would stop animal cruelty.
Your story in less than 5 minutes... I was born and raised in Germany. My Mom is German, and my Dad is American. Life with my Dad wasn't easy because he was very abusive. I got married to a wonderful supportive husband in 2007 and in 2009 we moved to the US where he is from. Don't wanna reveal too much about my family life, but it's amazing, how far this journey took me, and I don't regret anything. By the middle of next year, I have a big move coming up and I can't wait for a new adventure!

If your life was made into a movie, who would play your part and which actor would you want to be your leading man?
I would love for Charlize Theron to play my part and as leading man I would pick Jason Statham.